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Introduced a year before the second-generation Chrysler minivans , the Pontiac Trans Sport and
its counterparts marked an industry shift in the minivan segment towards adopting the form
factor used by Chrysler. While the APV vans had a unique front-wheel drive, transverse-engine
chassis, they did share mechanical commonality with the W platform sedans. For the model
year, Pontiac renamed the Trans Sport the Pontiac Montana , after an exterior trim package
introduced in The Trans Sport and its siblings were created by General Motors to compete with
the Chrysler minivans and followed the Chevrolet Astro and GMC Safari, which had used a
body-on-frame , rear wheel drive truck platform. In accordance with those brands' images, the
Trans Sport was targeted at sport- and style-oriented buyers, while the Lumina and Silhouette
targeted the value and premium markets respectively. A Trans Sport concept was first
presented in , with futuristic styling, gullwing doors, a built-in Nintendo Entertainment System ,
and a glass roof. The concept was well-received, and a production Trans Sport was approved in
Most of the concept's more salient features were not translated to the production model. The
Trans Sport, along with the Lumina APV and Silhouette, rode on the U-body platform and was
constructed from a galvanized steel space frame , featuring dent and rust resistant polymer
plastic body panels on the side and a galvanized steel roof. The Trans Sport had three seating
options: five-seat three removable bucket seats in the second row ; seven-seat adding two
removable bucket seats in a third row and six-seat configuration, with two bucket seats per row.
Air suspension was offered as an option. The Trans Sport featured the first powered sliding side
door in a production vehicle; this was initially intended to debut in , but was pushed back due to
technological difficulties. The Trans Sport also added a driver's-side airbag in For model years
and , traction control was optional with the engine, and became standard in with the 3. A focal
point of the U-body minivans at the time of their release was their styling. The Chrysler
minivans with which they competed had more traditional, conservative styling cues, and GM felt
that there existed an untapped market for a sport-styled van. This styling was received
negatively by automotive critics, and the vans came to be called "dustbusters" colloquially,
after the handheld vacuum cleaner of the same name. Moreover, the unusually long and harshly
sloped windshield, and resultant long distance to the windshield's base from the driver's
position, made the vehicles disconcerting to drive for someone without prior experience.
Thanks to these criticisms, as well as mediocre sales and mockery in Chrysler advertisements,
the Trans Sport and Lumina APV were facelifted in The nose was shortened by 3 inches, some
cladding was removed, and the interior dashboard received a ridge to lessen the perceived
distance to the windshield's base. The European market did not receive this facelift, as the vans'
initial styling had not been negatively received there. For model years and after, the European
Trans Sport became an Oldsmobile Silhouette which had not been facelifted in the U. At launch,
the Trans Sport's 3. This was rectified in the model year, with a 3. In , a 1. For the European
market, the first-generation Pontiac Trans Sport went through a few design changes. The export
version from to was same as US-market version aside from export taillamps with separate rear
amber turn signal indicators. The headlamps for export version from to were four capsule
headlamps H low beam and H high beam. For and , the headlamps were changed to the
form-fitting version Guide T84 export headlamps , same in form as the US-market version
except for the glass lens, different diffusing lens patterns, and bulb type H7 low beam and H1
high beam. The front turn signal indicators are fully in amber color, and side turn signal
repeaters are installed. The headlight washers from to were four smaller dome-shaped jets
positioned in front of each low and high beams. When North American Pontiac Trans Sport
received a mid-cycle refresh with new front design in , the low sales volume did not justify
expense of recertifying the new front design and headlamps. The headlight washers were
redesigned to two single wedge sticks. Pontiac Trans Sport for the European market had two
engine and one transmission options that were never offered in the North American version: 2.
Chevrolet version had higher equipment level as standard than Sintra from Opel and Vauxhall.
In the model year, the Trans Sport and its siblings got their first major redesign, ditching the
one-of-a-kind construction and look to create a more conservative, conventional minivan. Gone
were spaceframes, plastic body panels, and sleek styling. During the development of this
generation of the U-body minivan, General Motors extensively benchmarked [ citation needed ]
the then current Chrysler minivans. The resultant vehicles more closely resembled the
immensely successful trio; However, Chrysler would launch a completely redesigned minivan
line a year before GM. The last model year for the Trans Sport was in the U. In all cases, the
European-market vans used different front, side and rear lighting equipment , different seat
belts and sundry other safety items, to comply with ECE regulations which differ from US safety
standards. These models were discontinued between and , depending on the market. Despite
limited sales in most of Europe, the vehicle was particularly successful in Sweden - where it
was the best selling minivan for a while. While production ended in , European stock lasted until

For the and model year in Canada , along with the roll out of this new generation of minivans,
the Pontiac Trans Sport Montana was debuted, which had special cladding and wheels intended
to give it a more rugged SUV-like appearance. In the model year in Canada , the name "Trans
Sport" was dropped due to the popularity of the "Montana" appearance package. From
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The Trans Sport was supposed to be the sportier of the three, with its low-slung appearance
and controversial "Dustbuster" sloping profile. Over its lifespan it did offer some interesting
innovations and conveniences in order to draw in consumers. In , the minivan featured the first
remote power sliding door. An air compressor and integrated child seats were also offered.
Removable seats were lighter and less cumbersome than those in the Caravan. What really
defined the Pontiac Trans Sport, however, was its engine. Originally a weak hp V6, it received
the new V6 at hp in , making it the fastest and most powerful minivan at the time. In and in ,
redesigns concentrated on making the Trans Sport more conservative, getting rid of the
Dustbuster profile and moving to a more standard minivan look by truncating its long nose. It
also became the first and only minivan to offer seating for eight in a new extended version
which debuted in A boost to hp maintained its most powerful minivan position, but aside from
this, there was nothing remarkable about the Trans Sport, certainly not enough to make it a
viable competitor to the Caravan. A Montana Package was introduced in , which was mostly an
appearance package that made the minivan look more like a stylish SUV. As a result, Pontiac
decided to abandon the admittedly cute and cloying Trans Sport name and sell its minivan
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